Mount Alexander Shire
Creative State 2020+ submission
Introduction
Mount Alexander Shire Council has compiled this submission on behalf of its creative community.
Using the Creative State 2020+ consultation guide, Council facilitated a ‘Creative Industries Cluster
Muster’ on 15 August and an additional workshop with the Mount Alexander Shire Youth Advisory
Group on 21 August. Individuals unable to attend were invited to contribute directly. More than 70
residents contributed to this submission, as listed in appendix A.
Council identified the Creative State 2020+ engagement process as an opportunity to:
•
•
•
•

Better align its strategic directions to the Victorian Government planning framework;
Identify potential partnership project opportunities;
Highlight where service gaps exist between tiers of government; and
Inform and prioritise Council‘s short and mid-term investments.

Council hosted the Minister for Creative Industries, Martin Foley MP and State Member for Bendigo
West, Maree Edwards MP for the first Creative State 2020+ consultation session on 23 March.
Council’s key recommendation to the Minister was, and remains, an ongoing and bespoke
investment in the Regional Centre for Culture (RCC) cluster of municipalities who are collectively
striving for a regionally-focussed operating model to enable whole-of-state and whole-of-ecosystem
outcomes. In line with the principle of First Peoples First, this regional model would be identified
with Jaara Country - the lands of the Dja Dja Wurrung – as proved to be the critical and unifying
element of the Victorian Government’s successful one-off investment in 2018.
The following two pages reflect Council’s understanding of our community’s issues and priorities.
Recommendations have been identified through common threads and number of “likes” through
contributors’ original commentary, available in appendix B.
Community priorities aligning with Council’s current investigations are identified in parenthesis as
(MASC).
Council supports the following organisations’ submissions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
Contact:

Regional Arts Victoria
Municipal Association of Victoria
Victorian Association of Performing Arts Centres
City of Greater Bendigo
Central Goldfields Shire Council
Castlemaine State Festival
Vicki Anderson, Cultural Development Officer
P: 5471 1877 E: v.anderson@mountalexander.vic.gov.au
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A Regional Centre for Culture…
Our First Peoples are respected and empowered, with a strong vision for the future. Alongside them,
we speak to the powerful link between Country and culture, in one of the most profoundly altered
landscapes in Victoria. A rich legacy of our early settlers’ creative spirit is imprinted on the
landscape. We are custodians to the state’s oldest continuously operating theatre. We are home to
Australia's First Notable Town. Generations of renowned artists have left significant collections
intact and in situ. Our largest arts festival predates Melbourne’s.
According to the 2011 VicHealth Indicators Survey:
“Compared with other Victorians, Mount Alexander residents were the most likely to have created
their own art or crafts. More than half (51.2%) reported making or creating art or crafts in the
previous three months, a proportion significantly higher than the state average of 34.9%.”

Recommendations:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Establish and publically campaign a value narrative for arts and culture as a primary pillar of
sustainable development, with ancillary economic, social and environmental benefits (MASC).
A place-based creative cluster brand to position value beyond generic perceptions of ‘regional
arts’, developed and activated in partnership with the community (MASC).
An equitable investment strategy to directly support regional creatives including:
- Tagged funding (multi-year), allocated via municipalities to better leverage highly
competitive local investment opportunities; and
- A new funding program to enable metropolitan organisations to present and commission
regional creatives as a counterweight to the Regional Presenters program.
An integrated funding and regulatory environment that is responsive to local innovations in
repurposing significant heritage assets, e.g. accessibility upgrades at Castlemaine Art Museum.
Explore direct links to other international regional centres of creative excellence.
Greater investment in activating the public realm to ensure a consistent visitor experience
where ‘culture’ is identified as the key driver of tourism.

…reaching out to work more collaboratively…
We know we can work better, together.
We seek to work with the broader community; with other industries; and across the region, state
and nation. Our collective strength connects us with the world.
But we can feel isolated from each other. We don’t have an arts precinct – we are one. When we are
all competing for the same, output-based mechanisms of support it undermines our sense of
community. We want to build our collective capacity to collaborate more effectively.
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Recommendations:
•

•

•
•
•

Digital infrastructure to provide a centralised information point and support for cooperative
working practices around issues such as labour pooling, marketing, training, technology and
scheduling (MASC).
Extend the Creative Industries Cluster Muster concept to facilitate regular local networking and
capacity building opportunities through a guild-like operating model, in support of:
- Activating existing capacity and centralising service provision e.g. volunteerism
- Social cohesion, equity and mental health outcomes;
- Cross-pollination; cross-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary practice; and
- Professional development pathways for emerging artists, new arrivals and youth (MASC).
Targeted professional development opportunities through increased creative residencies and
exchange programs.
Explore extending successful billeted accommodation models for creative business travellers.
Map creative and co-working spaces to clarify opportunities and gaps within the local ecosystem
and make facilities information more widely available (MASC).

…to build a more sustainable and equitable future.
While our early settler artists were among the wealthiest residents in our shire, the tide of
gentrification impacting housing affordability and the general costs of living are currently placing our
ability to work here at risk.
Our status as a regional centre for culture does not translate into employment data. Regional
Australia Institute’s 2019 report Regional Growth Prospects demonstrates that between 2011 and
2016, employment growth in Mount Alexander Shire’s creative industries barely kept up with the
regional Australian average.
The greatest risk to our community however, is the climate emergency. We understand that
creativity is at the heart of problem-solving and we are ready to help the community as a whole
shape, adapt and respond to the new identities and environments the climate is forcing upon us.

Recommendations:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A ‘Cultural Engineers’ program to assist local government (MASC) and other industries embed
creative thinking and co-design approaches to:
- Build cross-sector capacity and understanding; and
- Increase access to, and activation of, local assets and technologies.
Simplify grant funding language and shift structures away from output-based metrics to better
respond to the creative sector’s capacity to delivery long-term economic, social and
environmental benefits (MASC).
Decentralise and tier grant funding to feed the roots as well as the flowers (MASC).
Develop a place-based, regional enviro-arts festival, tied to Country and linked to regional
centres of creative excellence globally, to encourage experimentation and foster resilience.
Explore a creative industries carbon-offset program to feed back into local programs.
Safe access to participate in cultural activities including through an increase in alcohol-free
activities and venues and improved cycling and public transport links in regional areas.
Cultural sector Boards must better represent our diverse community.
Living wages
Extend the Support Act Wellbeing Helpline to cover more creative disciplines.
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Appendix A - Contributors
Kareen
Jude
Vicki
Mark
Jill
Miles
Samantha
Phee
Jacqueline
Jane
Elwyn
Vanessa
Naomi
Melissa
Dale
Sharna
Darron
Carolyn
Diana
Suzanne
Kerri
Brodie
Amanda
Doug
David
Amy
Ellie
Frances
Kate
Eliza-Jane
Alina
Vivienne
Sue
Rob
Henriette
Forest
Shanti

Anchen
Anderson
Anderson
Anstey
Barclay
Bennett
Bews
Broadway
Brodie-Hanns
Cafarella
Carlile
Case
Cass
Clark
Cox
Crosbie
Davies
Dew
Domonkos
Donisthorpe
Douglas
Ellis
Every
Falconer
Farrington
Ferguson
Fincham
Gall
Gamble
Gilchrist
Graeve
Hamilton
Ingleton
Jennings
Kassay-Schuster
Keegel
Kingston

Cascade Art
Punctum Inc.
Mount Alexander Shire Council
Lot19 Art Space
Author
Storyland
Theatre Artist
Producer; Theatre Artist
Shedshaker Brewing; The Taproom
Writer; Editor; Trainer; Cartoonist and Playwright
Student
Independent Dancer
Castlemaine Art Museum
Community member
Visual Artist
Mount Alexander Shire Council
Photographer
Mount Alexander Shire Council
Photographer
(credit for images)
Main FM Host - ArtSwank/Hear Say
Koori Art Designs; Dja Dja Wurrung Clans Aboriginal Corporation
Visual Artist; Musician
Mount Alexander Shire Council
Shedshaker Brewing; The Taproom
Actor; Creative Producer
Student; Stop That Mammoth
Student
Castlemaine Chamber Players
Maldon Inc.
Visual and Performance Artist
Student
Buda Historic Home and Garden
Pricking Thumbs Collective
We Push Buttons
Castlemaine State Festival
Artist; Multicultural Arts Victoria
Student;Main FM Host - Yakkity Yaks
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Anna
Ben
Shannon
Lorraine
David
Billy
Bodie
Justin
Kavisha
Maisie
Lisa
Jodi
Marte
Eva
Mark
Catherine
Evan
Tobias
Cameron
Glyn
Jess
Rowena
Geoffrey
Gray
Lisa
Kate
Robyn
Eliza
Jasja
Leonie
Frank
Emilia
Lauren
Lauretta

Knight
Laycock
Lacy
le Plastrier
Leathem
Lister
Maffescioni
Marshall
Mazzella
Mellick-Cooper
Mills
Newcombe
Newcombe
Parkin
Penzak
Pilgrim
Read
Richardson
Robbins
Roberts
Saunders
Silk
Smith
Smith
Speed
Stones
Till
Tree
van Andel
Van Eyk
Veldze
Vellacott
Watt
Zilles

City of Greater Bendigo
CASPA Contemporary Art Space
Mount Alexander Shire Council
Visual Artist; Mount Alexander Shire Disability Advocacy Group
Mount Alexander Shire Council
Student
Student; School Captain
Polyglot Theatre
Musician
Student
Storyland
Carbon Arts
Visual Artist
Mount Alexander Shire Council
Playwright, Performer, Producer
Visual Artist, Lithographer, Maker, Drawing Tutor
Shedshaker Brewing; The Taproom
Lot19 Art Space
Visual Artist
Castlemaine State Festival
Castlemaine Library
Jeweller, Visual Artist
Castlemaine Documentary Film Festival
Mount Alexander Arts Collective; Castlemaine Fringe Festival
This Little Piggy
Castlemaine Theatre Company
Macedon Ranges Shire Council
Mount Alexander Arts Collective; Castlemaine Fringe Festival
Melbourne Recital Centre
Filmmaker, Photographer
Visual Artist
Student, Main FM host - Yakkity Yaks
Mount Alexander Shire Council
Buda Historic Home and Garden
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Appendix B - Contributions
Workshop notes by discussion theme
NB.

Green numbers represent “likes” at the Creative Industries Cluster Muster.
Peer additions in <parentheses> made at the Creative Industries Cluster Muster.

Equality of access
Breaking down the barriers to creative and cultural participation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grant applications very difficult to complete – a full time job to write them and no guarantee
they will be successful 1
Funding ears. Adjust funders to artists’ language
Make it more simple to apply for grants 7
A new, simplified better funded funding program. More accessible to artists and stipend
system!
Central place to find out about all the grants and support to develop application (eg so many
grant from so many orgs – where to start?)
Disability access to the museum CAM 3
More council support for CAM <and Buda> 3
Grassroots opportunities opportunities for curatorial assistance
state festival
presenting local arts and international
More room for investment for tiered funding (don’t make everyone have to apply for the
same pot) 1
Grants to purchase equipment
Prohibitive costs to hire/ borrow gear
Prohibitive cost to attend classes/shows
Getting people from Melbourne here to evaluate work – city/country divide

Diversity at all levels
Ensuring Victoria’s creative industries reflect the diversity of our population
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

How to break down barriers between “arty” community and the broader community –
maybe those that don’t feel included in the arts and culture side of the town? 5
How can we make funding more accessible for the variety of arts that exist in this town? 3
Collective voice?? Not the same – does not equal- diversity
An LGBTQI arts prize scholarship
Council engagement with larger LGBTIQIA and disability orgs local regional and global
Getting work exhibited – reasonable cost
Getting performance in music/choirs space – reasonable cost 1
Possible exhibition beyond shire boundaries 1
Exhibiting and playing spaces that are accessible
Use of more business as exhibition spaces
More exhibitions in Market Building
Having art and music and theatre and poetry visible and alive in our county towns at regular
times 1
Environmental community arts festival in Castlemaine that involves various art forms 2
(Butterfly Celebration Day) importance of community and Indigenous culture and heritage
Diverse leadership in the arts: Board members, managers, executive from culturally diverse
and first nations background 4
I think ‘Creative industries” should include (if it doesn’t already) tourism organisations such
as the steam train operators. There could be an interesting cross-fertilisation. Same with big
local sporting events 1
Recognition outside shire? Critical context. Prejudice. Needs the figures on regional grants.
Connections! Seeing/supporting each other. Partnerships. 1
Sole trader – marketing/producer admin etc. council marketing kit. Liz Geddes Map.
Biennale 1
Art residencies for minorities. International cultural exchange program
An arts school based working with diverse groups, young to old ‘Guild-model’
Art that reflects the diversity of our society

Building sustainability
The sustainability struggle: achieving stability, enabling growth and building capability
•
•
•
•
•

Housing affordability issues for creative people – e.g. lack of rental affordability, weekenders
(gentrification!) 8
Climate change 1
Hire of spaces (becoming more expensive/more competitive) need subsidised spaces 3
Lack of financial support
Funding is output based
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•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Whole of State problem: Unlike their metro counterparts, small to medium regional and
rural arts orgs are confronted with the finite limits of local government funding from which
they can leverage state and federal support ( multi-year in particular). In a highly
competitive funding environment this is a major constraint. Regional and rural rate payer
bases are small. Beyond historical deeds, sustainable levels of local government multi-year
investment does not exist for small arts orgs.
Whole of State solution: local government accepts tagged funding for multi-year support
from state government!! <YES> 6
Whole of Ecosystem problem: Currently metro commissioners and presenters do not receive
any support to collaborate with regional creative industry professionals. Yet regional
commissioners and presenters received support from government to collaborate with metro
creative industry professionals. This disadvantages regional orgs and artists, in an industry
context it privileges metro work and renders regions uncompetitive
Whole of Ecosystem solution: Creative Vic funds metro orgs to collaborate/program/
present regional works/orgs!! 9
Value – might be recognised in the economy or the ‘place’ (i.e. platitudes and global
statement) but no value is returned to the artist
Feel like council might say the arts and creative industries are valuable – but where are the
resources?? Where is the budget? <23 Billion?> 4
Barriers for artists/musicians to travel here (independent artists) travel, accommodation,
low pay.
Conduit for creativity
No art on a dead planet 10
Nothing can happen without money. Artists deserve to be paid, just like other professionals.
That is the most important challenge. However, in this current economic environment, how
is this possible? Venue hire costs – it is prohibitive – access to cheap space 2
Value volunteerism
Within walking distance of train; LGBTIQ
Decentralise the funding and resources that go into the state fest and connect back into
local arts scene
Business skills for artist support 1
No colour bond! Modelling behaviour and best-practice i.e. CSF, Punctum, CDOC
More support for touring artists to make it more feasible for venues to book them 1
Importance of art to human life – with resources or without 2
Dedicated arts funding (not just community etc.) 1
I would love a way of off-setting my carbon from touring by paying the council to plant trees
Join forces
Fund rehearsal spaces. Fund Music studios. Fund art classes for children. Feed the roots, not
the flowers 1
Council provides clear support or pathways to support creative events
Would like a regional producer and administrator and publicist and don’t have time to do all
the jobs that a successful small business demands
Aligning our arts industry into sustainable principles – sustainable arts colour of excellence in
the region
Internal council group that supports events. Includes comms development; events planning,
parks, risk, tourism – culture engineers 2
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build networks and aligning like-minded art/creative based industries to help propel each
other. To grow, develop, collaborate and build connectivity between creatives.
Enviro-sustainability arts festival 4
Connections between business and institutions – Castlemaine health
Support CAM so CAM can lead our arts community 1
Activate existing capacity
How to join forces
Cross-pollination
How can council connect existing synergies
Regular cluster muster get-togethers
Enablers facilitators
How do I practice my art and live in an environmentally sustainable manner?
Mentoring: artist mentoring councillors mentoring young practitioners facilitate by council 1
Areas and opportunities to help climate change

Engaging globally
Taking Victorian creativity to the world, and bringing global opportunities to Victoria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Art + energy = environment 3
Art + energy = love 1
Art + love = energy 3
Art can save our planet
Council says our local artists are connected globally but what does this MEAN? Can council
facilitate global connections/ pathways 2
The CSF could play a role in this (engaging globally)
Need more arts from artists of diverse backgrounds 1
International approach – think global act local; attracting people globally; building
international connections
Artists exchange programs and residencies supported by council: studio space; boarders
with local artists; local networks for exhibition 9
Choose creativity! Creation begins here at home – I want to take it out beyond the shire
boundaries; Sharing own desires and skills?; Can council provide in Arts eNews all links to
writing competition etc? I’m a user of AWG and Vic Writers who are sorting this stuff out.
Could Steve help with Council newsletter? 2
State funded: Biennial Central Victoria: every two years a town is selected to hold a creative
arts festival <Haven’t we got one?>
Links to artistic centres of excellence, creativity, innovation eg Holland, Bollywood 4 Film to
region’s artists
Fringe. Festival. Events. Community.
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Technology and its impact
Disrupter or enabler, challenge or opportunity? Responding to rapid technological change
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technology is killing people – especially artists <NO!!!>; Name it – control it better; make it
work for us, not us work for it.
We’re a technological species. This is what we do.
Peepholes into the past – how do we connect the network across the ages?
“CULTURAL VALUE” (What artists bring par excellence to the guiding principle upon which a
whole community or society is based) needs to be elevated to a primary position above
economic metrics and principles 8
A regional online arts hub for artists and audiences
Digital as a new stage 3
Manufacturing support so artists can access fabrication services/ technical help 2
Branding. Planning. Someone with a wider view or plan for creative events, placement and
connecting with audiences
Venues at peak periods; venues collective.
Access Gallery at CAM
Council to continue to support artists and businesses in learning new technologies and social
media and how to use their benefits 1

Growing audiences and markets
Building demand for Victorian creative products and services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities for collaboration/ improvement
Connection between artists and business and institutions: a forum where artists can pitch
ideas to business 1
A paid producer to take on admin and marketing for country areas
Creative arts market for regional VIC (Melbourne comes here!) 3
Create a shared brand for impact
Join creative vision for leverage 1
Support the cultural assets already in place. Help them reach markets and build audiences 3
Success looks like: locals energised to leave their house in winter; folks from Melbourne,
Kyneton, Bendigo looking at Castlemaine for a relaxing but connected time away
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bronze bust of David Bromley <who’s David Bromley?>
All of council actively support events and art programs. Representatives from each dept. to
provide info like a partnership; everyone wins; ensuring there is coordination with events 1
Overlap with other non-creative businesses; integrating o/s advantages; create collaborative
opportunities
Expand and develop social media opportunities for jobs for artists in a creative industry 1
Diverse music festival from string quartet to rock and folk! 1
Access the international market/ audience – there’s hardly any in Australia
Partnerships and big festivals to integrate arts into community 2
Idea of a ‘regional circuit’ for touring musicians <artists 1> – could support each venue but
could also have negatives – e.g. pulling audiences from one town to another (is there
enough audience to go round?) 1
Clear branding for region 3
Mentoring for councillors and all council workers to propel application of new thinking for
every task, by artists and creative thinkers 4
Better promote and leverage the Castlemaine area
Activate existing capacity
How to join forces
Cross-pollination
How can council connect existing synergies
Publicity about exhibition and concerts
Rural and regional access – bike trails through key corridors to improve participation/ access
to cultural activities – safe access through rural areas (I have to ride my bike on the road)

Safety and wellbeing
Fostering healthy, respectful and safe creative workplaces for all
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Has art been left out of the creative industries?
No introspective naval gazing on a dead planet!
Art for climate action! 2
Alcohol-free venues and spaces are limited (YAG)
A health/well-being program designed to meet artists specific, unique health needs
Living wage for artists so they can develop work without having to work other jobs 5
Artists and institutions responding to climate crisis
Sustainability of artists’ practice ie artist dole; young artists getting access 1
Training people to write grants (and more $ for artists
Room for more diversity… here in Castlemaine for our arts/ more voices ie stories from
people of different colour/ background <ie the Baco>
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•

•
•
•
•

Etty Street Campus to be a cultural hub – Castlemaine’s Academy of Arts inviting overseas
students/ international students; collaborating with hot rodders to share resources &
develop a cross cultural hub
Mental health mentoring program
Expand knowledge and awareness
Create more group talks
Phone tree – checking in on others

Creative spaces and precincts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Lack of good dance studios and workshops
Lack of appropriate venues for musical performances (e.g. size acoustics) like a recital hall 1
Need for a community hub for many creative people (dance, music, etc.); a way to bring
people together. With break out rooms and residencies. 7
Planning – e.g. Mill/retailing v. traders
Planning to enable more outlets for art sales
More quality spaces for showing 2D and 3D artworks
A city residency for country artists 1
A city sponsored space for invited country artists 1
Public Art commissions from Council?
Accommodation options for touring artists – council to facilitate an ongoing billeting
system? (like during the festival but all year!) 5
Film production facilities – cheap, accessible – e.g. editing lab
Creative hub: physical and interactive online. Drop-in and informative, welcoming to all;
multipurpose; encourage continued communication between the different art forms.
Example of what’s happening: Newstead Railway arts Hub. 4
Venue for creative space collective – not privately owned.
A program that creates a hub in Castlemaine – with free accommodation and sponsored
spaces
Clear pathways/ spaces in regional areas for artists to move from emerging mid-career to
established. Regional areas are missing ARI’s (artist run space or self-directed space) 1
Castlemaine High School theatre at Blakely Road. Build the theatre and provide a free space
for brokering better relationships/ cultural shift – needs to be a community space
Access gallery at CAM 2
Open up council owned properties for cultural activities at no cost to the artists. Seems like
that is an obvious way to activate otherwise low use spaces and give artists a chance to bring
them alive as only artists can. (SD)
Council funds four curated art prizes-one $20,000 prize for the CAM Gallery, a $10.000 prize
for Lot 19 and a $2500 prize for CASPA and the same for the Newstead Arts Hub. This would
activate those four spaces, encourage artists at every stage of their careers by potentially
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•
•

giving them some substantial income and bring in tourists who are keen to check out the
local arts scene.
Public art in bush areas!
Studio spaces with equipment to use in place

The next generation
Nurturing our future creative leaders, practitioners, workers, audiences and consumers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are now more artists – less arts funding and patronage. Not easy to be on Centrelink.
How can young artists survive?
Mount Alexander Shire Foundation to support the arts. That connects to other shires.
Collective. 2
Success = overseas students’ funding; local learning spaces (ie Workspace/Etty St Campus)
How? Lobby the Victorian Government and set up institutional link. 1
Need more/some youth representatives as Board members of cultural institutions 1
Scholarships/ residencies for young, new, emerging artists, especially young people
Arts education; mentoring; modelling arts best-practice. Really important to advance
humanist tradition” 2
Constant art residency in the High School
Common Wage 1
Real estate: studio/ living spaces, old industrial 1
Environment: climate considered change in planning app. 1
Council strategically supports the cultural ecology 2
Working collaboratively with young people to make new content; building skills; knowledge;
and new audience. 2
Communicate value of arts make them essential part of life 2
Regular event for cultural industries’ representatives to come together to collaborate (e.g.
monthly/ quarterly) 3
Support children’s art music, acting classes. Could space be subsidised? Council promotions
on ‘where to find a class?’ website? 2
Mount Alexander Creative Strategy 6
YAG
Funding to freely express yourself through the arts, including politically
More/any residencies in schools (greater awareness of the programs that exist)
Accessibility of creative resources such as dance classes, art courses, creating courses etc –
not may as we’re rural/hard to get to and those there are often too expensive for adults let
alone young people.
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•
•

Accessibility of venues for young performers to perform in – also effecting young people
seeking gigs to watch – inaccessible because music is largely shared in pubs/ alcohol venues
and locations such as the Phee theatre are too expensive
Indigenous cultural studies including language in schools – we spent only one week in the
whole year!

Individual submission: Jodi Newcombe, Carbon Arts
Current view
What are the challenges you face?
Very limited funds for the arts, severely reduced over recent years, and everybody competing for the
same funds.
Arts funding is always very limited, doesn't pay a proper wage, meaning most art workers continue
to do it for the love, as a gift.
Both of these things create an environment for work that is unsustainable at multiple levels.
What are the most important issues that need to be tackled?
Arts needs to be seen as essential to creativity, which is essential to solving today's challenges.
Society needs to take this on board from primary school education all the way up to how business
and government conduct their work.
Where do the opportunities lie – big and small?
Opportunities are everywhere for artists to be invited in to be part of decision-making, problemsolving, community engagement, visioning the future, visualising the nature of reality, inviting others
to discover their creative sides and capacity for self-expression.
What might the government/sector stop, start or do differently?
The government sector can start to engage with the art sector by carving out budgets for artists to
collaborate within sectors/ departments (health, transport, industry, environment, etc) and at the
junctures between them. These can be artist in residency type initiatives, or dedicated funding
programs that seek artistic projects (or arts-led projects) that address those sectoral or
departmental priorities. Artistic engagement within all proposals made to government should be
seen as a welcome bonus.

Thinking ahead
What are your aspirations for Victoria’s creative sector, or our part of it?
Very well-funded and integrated across government, recognising the broad roles that art can play
beyond entertainment.
Encouraging of cross-disciplinary, and trans-disciplinary practice, new forms of partnership and
audience participation/ collaboration.
A particular emphasis on expanding the excellent work already being done by Arts House, Climarte
and others to bring artistic strategies to preparing for climate change.
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A greater focus on place-based art making, public art and festivals as a way to encourage the
resurgence of local economies and communities, and to encourage greater population growth in the
regions.
What should our collective priorities be?
Demonstrate the value of art as a career, as a verb, as a priority for education, a means for achieving
innovation and creative thinking required this century.
Educate people about the diverse nature of art and the incredible skills of creative people.
Take an integrated approach that sees art - like environment, like gender, like many cross-cutting
priorities - a priority for all government departments; that they ask "how can art - or the creative
sector - help us meet our objectives"
What will success look like?
The A in STEAM (Science, Tech, Engineering, Art and Math) is no longer an afterthought, but rewrites
the acronym to come first.
Grant rounds, tenders initiatives at all levels of government seek arts partnership for community
engagement, for creative thought leadership, for insight and innovation.
Place-based festivals explode across the regions, making Victoria a must-visit destination globally for
the incredible diversity of authentic expressions of local culture, in partnership with indigenous
peoples, that foster creativity and resilience in these communities and perform possible flourishing
climate change futures.
How can we get there?
More funding. An understanding of what works (good case studies, annual conferences/ share fests/
study tours). Experimentation. No fear of failure. Buy-in from different levels of government - by
giving them money to spend on art. A framework to guide the whole approach.

Further questions
If money was no object, what would you invest in?
For our town:
1. an annual artist in residence for the Council (rotating between different departments)
2. an annual Mount Alexander Shire festival, rotating between towns, that is about performing
dangerous ideas, expressing our place, experimental and grounded in a love of place.
3. Annual public art commissions - permanent and temporary for the Shire.
In a constrained budget environment, where would you direct the most resources?
Towards public art, which can emerge from a residency and engage with the public over a period
of time to raise conversation and engagement around a topic of interest. The Council can
provide space, platform, meaningful engagement with all staff and access to Council staff and
resources.
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Individual submission: Ben Laycock, CASPA

ART WILL SAVE THE WORLD
Until now artists have only interpreted the world, the point however, is to change
it.
-apologies to Karl Marx
So, what do we have to change, why do we have to change it, and how do we
change it?
The problem of course is materialism - the pursuit of happiness through the
accumulation and ostentatious display of wealth and the consumption of a
mind-boggling array of luxury products.
We have to change because it is obviously unsustainable. A philosophy based on
meeting the ever increasing desires of an ever growing population via the
extraction of more and more resources will inevitably run slap bang into the finite
nature of the planet itself. Crunch! This, of course is patently obvious to anyone
who gives it more than a passing thought. So what can we do about it? Who will
volunteer to give up their creature comforts? How will we keep our enormous
brains amused if they are not filled with the dreams and the schemes for amassing
our personal fortunes?
This is where the artists have a vitally important role to play. Ultimately it is only
the monks, the poets and the artists who are happy to feed their soul and leave
their pockets empty. It is the artists who are enthralled and fascinated by the world
around us, in all its detail and its immensity. It is the artists: the writers, the
dancers, the thespians, the musicians, the filmmakers, the sculptors, the potters
and the painters who are pushing the boundaries of our consciousness. If we are
to succeed in dismantling materialism as our raison d’etre, art is what we must
replace it with, art that celebrates every aspect of existence. Surely then we will
be so rich we won’t need money. The artists we see around us in the community
are the (barely) living proof of this hypothesis.
Economic Growth, Development and Progress are the mantra of the modern
world, but the more successful we are at achieving these goals; the faster we
approach our ultimate failure.
On the other hand, creative growth, development and progress are limitless!
Ben Laycock

2005

www.benlaycock.net.au
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